I wish I would have known this
before getting to my aid
station
I am glad I brought

Needed a bluetooth headset;
then would not have had to
extension cords (not used) and
run antenna cable from car to a triple-plug extension; also my
pavilion
Leatherman
GLOW STICKS - :) - we were
not that close to where
runners crossed. So I made a
WHAT SITE LOOKED LIKE runway up the hill & marked
HOW MUCH SPACE AVAILABLE the IN/OUT paths with glow
ETC.
sticks & reflective duct tape

Last year’s experience

I really enjoyed

I think we could do better
next year by

conversation with partner and
food service guys
better maps of station areas

ALL OF IT - I WOULD DO IT
AGAIN.

Lighting, generator, heater,
main radio and back up radio,
ability to monitor EMA
communications, bug spray,
clipboard/paper/pen/pencil, The AS volunteers we were
watch, chairs
with

MAKE SURE WE'RE
ORGANIZED EARLIER __.
STREAMLINE RELAY BETWEEN
RADIO NETWORKS

General Comments
At Charit Creek Aid Station, Greg did an
outstanding job. This allowed me to
focus all of my energy into running the
AS. He kept me informed about dropped
runners and locations of others. Very
smooth operator.. well equipped and
professional.

Wanted to thank you and your crew for
coming out this past weekend. I am
certain there will be ways to improve and
lessons learned.

•Pre-planning communica?ons
as we still had questions when
we arrived at AS.
•Arriving at AS prior to AS
volunteers to set up to have a
better spot for
communications.
•Sign at bo@om of Duncan
Hollow stating non-event
I actually had coverage of both repeaters
at Grand Gap. I was able to monitor both
related vehicles prohibited
with my HT Even. I had just enough signal
with dates and
times of
on my cellphone to provide WiFi access
event listed.
•Be added to NB 100 FB
for everyone. You couldn't get cellphone
messenger groups with AS
access just anywhere there, you had to be
volunteers for pre-event
in the "magic" spot & only Verizon
communications. However, not seemed to work at all. So that was a
all HAM volunteers have FB.
bonus I was able to do that.
Wish I brought: small toolbox to include
pliers, phillips and straight blade
screwdrivers, 10mm socket, scissors, duct
tape, small table.
Name tags for volunteers in AS including
communications volunteers.
Additional supplies requested by runners
at AS – duct tape, batteries, headlights for
runners
A formal Mission Statement – It is very
easy to have scope creep, i.e. runners
need duct tape-AS does not have, do we
help? Do we help with set up and take
down?
Information from last year’s crew that
volunteered at AS.
Alternate repeater should have been
Morgan County, not simplex as simplex
didn’t work in all locations.

